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Note : This paper has 5 compulsory questions. Answer each
question in about 250-300 words. unless otherwise
instructed.
1.

2.

Write in detail on the advantages/disadvantages
of the print over the electronic media.
OR
What are the pre - requisites of feature writing
and what most points need to be kept in mind for
the process of feature writing ?

10

What are the characteristics of a good scientific
feature ? How would you collect and arrange your
material on a topic of scientific importance of your
choice ?
OR
Give an account of the various factors that would
influence your selection of a topic for an
environmental feature.

10
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3.

Write an interview of your favourite film actor/ 10
actress. Briefly describe the preparations made by
you before the interview. Your focus should be to
try to bringout unknown facets of the personality,
you have chosen to interview.
OR
What is an economic feature ? Show your 10
acquaintance with its various kinds.

4.

Write a feature on "Woman power" targetting 10
rural women.
OR
What are the sources of information available to 10
a travel writer and how should the travel writer
supplement his text ?

5.

Write short notes on any two of the following in 10
approximately 150 words each :
(a)

Photo features

(b)

Qualities of a good feature writer.

(c)

Various styles of presentation of interviews.

(d)

Why is writing for children important ?
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